Workshop

Going beyond Phishing tests. Are your users fully aware?
You’ve trained them to spot a suspect email, but what’s
the true shape of their online persona? How might an
attacker actually socially engineer them in reality?

AGE QUOD AGIS

RISK & THE HUMAN FIREWALL

Your users live rich & diverse digital lives, interacting in myriad ways through a wide range of
channels. They date, network, blog, comment, follow, upload photos & in many cases
disclose intimate details of their private lives to strangers, sometimes to the whole planet.
They also reveal their professional profiles & the identity of their employer. Learn about this
growing challenge in our engaging workshop.
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Devices & wearables reveal sensitive data
We use advanced online searches to discover:
✓ Addresses
✓ Birth dates
✓ Email lists
✓ Password lists
✓ Financial data
We explain and test Triadic Closure attacks
We demonstrate social media searches
We discuss dating app risks and much more…

Workshops delivered at your premises. Contact Us at info@trmg.biz

Delivered by Mark Johnson, CISM,
CISMP, OSINT-trained, a former
military intelligence officer, drug
enforcement agent & global head
of network fraud & security, now
engaged by the City of London
Police, the National Police Chief’s
Council, CIFAS, the International
Compliance Association, and MIS
Training Institute.

TESTIMONIALS FROM ATTENDEES
“This course grabbed me from the very start. I think it was very ‘to the point’ and very
much in keeping with the type of scenarios we hear about from victims. I didn’t realise
how much info is available online. This was certainly eye opening.”
Financial Crime Analyst
“The mobile phone demo was a shocking one for me. I actually have a case where a
consumer is claiming he was hacked, a key logger was installed and his business laptop
was accessed. My first instinct would normally be not to believe the person but now I will
investigate this possibility from the victim and his IT team.”
Financial Crime Analyst
“I have already recommended this course to colleagues within the organisation who
would also benefit.”
Fraud Manager

“Very clear and structured delivery. I have nothing but praise for the trainer as he was
very approachable, engaging, and nothing was too much trouble. I have also been
discussing it with colleagues and managers, explaining how good and important the
course is.”
Financial Crime Analyst
“Mark’s knowledge and experience as a trainer was evident. He brought the subject to
life.”
Financial Crime Analyst

